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patterns are often unique to each individual user. Significant
differences in user interaction patterns make a general-purpose
power management strategy unsuitable for mobile devices.
In this work, we present a novel application and user
interaction aware energy management framework (AURA) for
pervasive mobile devices, which takes advantage of user idle time
between interaction events of the foreground application to
optimize CPU and backlight energy consumption. In order to
balance energy consumption and quality of service (QoS)
requirements that are unique to each individual user, AURA
makes use of a Bayesian application classifier to dynamically
classify applications based on user interaction. Once an
application is classified, AURA utilizes Markov Decision Process
(MDP) based power management algorithms to adjust processor
frequency and screen backlight levels to reduce system energy
consumption between user interaction events. Overall, we make
the following novel contributions:

Abstract — Mobile battery-operated devices are becoming an
essential instrument for business, communication, and social
interaction. In addition to the demand for an acceptable level of
performance and a comprehensive set of features, users often
desire extended battery lifetime. In fact, limited battery lifetime
is one of the biggest obstacles facing the current utility and future
growth of increasingly sophisticated “smart” mobile devices. This
paper proposes a novel application-aware and user-interaction
aware energy optimization middleware framework (AURA) for
pervasive mobile devices. AURA optimizes CPU and screen
backlight energy consumption while maintaining a minimum
acceptable level of performance. The proposed framework
employs a novel Bayesian application classifier and management
strategies based on Markov Decision Processes to achieve energy
savings. Real-world user evaluation studies on a Google Android
based HTC Dream smartphone running the AURA framework
demonstrate promising results, with up to 24% energy savings
compared to the baseline device manager, and up to 5× savings
over prior work on CPU and backlight energy co-optimization.

• We conduct usage studies with real users and develop a
Bayesian application classifier tool to categorize mobile
applications based on user interaction activity
• We develop an integrated MDP-based application and user
interaction-aware energy management framework that
adapts CPU and backlight levels in a mobile device to
balance energy consumption and user QoS
• We characterize backlight and CPU power dissipation on an
Android OS based HTC Dream mobile architecture
• We implement our framework as middleware running on
the HTC Dream smartphone and demonstrate real energy
savings on commercial apps running on the device

I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile smartphones and other portable battery operated
embedded systems (PDAs, tablets) are pervasive computing
devices that have emerged in recent years as essential instruments
for communication, business, and social interactions. As of 2011,
there are more than 5.3 billion mobile subscribers worldwide,
with smartphone sales showing the strongest growth. Over
300,000 apps have been developed within the past three years
across various mobile platforms. Popular mobile activities include
web browsing, multimedia, games, e-mail, and social networking
[1]. Overall, these trends suggest that mobile devices are now the
new development and computing platform for the 21st century.
Performance, capabilities, and design are all primary
considerations when purchasing a mobile device; however,
battery lifetime is also a highly desirable attribute. Most portable
devices today make use of lithium-ion polymer batteries, which
have been used in electronics since the mid 1990’s [2]. Although
lithium-ion battery technology and capacity has improved over
the years, it still cannot keep pace with the power consumption
demands of today’s mobile devices. Until a new battery
technology is discovered, this key limiter has led to a strong
research emphasis on battery lifetime extension, primarily using
software optimizations [3]-[10].
It is important to note that outside of the obvious differences
between portable mobile devices and a general PC – weight and
size, form factor, computational capabilities, and robustness – a
key difference can be found in the user interaction patterns and
interfaces. Unlike a desktop or notebook PC in which a user
typically interacts with applications using a pointer device or
keyboard, applications on mobile devices most often receive user
input through a touch screen or keypad events. Many times
applications are interacted with for short durations throughout the
day (e.g. few seconds or minutes instead of hours) and these
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Real-world user evaluation studies with the Google Android
based HTC Dream mobile device running the AURA framework
demonstrate promising results, with up to 24% energy savings
compared to the baseline device manager; and up to 5× savings
over the best known prior work on CPU and backlight energy cooptimization, with negligible impact on user quality of service.

II. AURA ENERGY MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK
In this section, we present details of the AURA framework. In
Section II.A we first describe the fundamental observations that
lay the foundation for energy savings in mobile devices. Section
II.B presents results of field studies involving users interacting
with apps on mobile devices. Section II.C gives a high level
overview of the AURA middleware framework. Subsequent
sections elaborate on the major components of the framework.

A. Fundamental User-Device Interaction Mechanisms
Here we explain the underlying concepts stemming from the
psychology of user-device interactions that drive the CPU and
backlight energy optimizations in the AURA framework.
There are three basic processes involved in a user’s response to
any interactive system [11], such as a smartphone or personal
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com
mputer. During
g the perceptua
al process, the user senses in
nput
froom the physicall world. During
g the cognitivee process, the user
u
deccides on a courrse of action baased on the inpu
ut. Finally, durring
thee motor process, the user exeecutes the actio
on by mechaniical
moovements. Thesse three processes are conseccutive in time and
a
cann be characterizzed by an interraction slack. For
F instance, wh
hen
interacting with an
a app on a mobile
m
device, the time betweeen
a (e.g., touch
hing a button) and
a
whhen a user interracts with an app
whhen a response to
t that interactio
on is perceptiblle to the user (ee.g.,
thee button changees color) is the perceptual slack; the period affter
thee system respo
onse during wh
hich the user comprehends the
ressponse represen
nts the cognitiv
ve slack; and finally
f
the man
nual
proocess of the neext interaction (e.g.
(
moving fiinger to touch the
scrreen) involves a motor slack. Before
B
the user physically
p
touches
thee input peripheerals, the system
m is idle durin
ng the cumulattive
slaack period, for hundreds to
o possibly maany thousands of
millliseconds. Durring this time,, if the CPU frequency can be
redduced, energy may
m be saved without
w
affectin
ng user QoS. CPU
eneergy optimizattions in AURA exploit this in
nherent slack that
t
arises whenever a user interacts with
w a mobile device.
A
Another interesting phenomeenon that can
n open up new
n
posssibilities for energy
e
optimizzations is the notion of chan
nge
blinndness [12] as revealed by reesearchers in human
h
psycholo
ogy
andd perception. Change blindn
ness refers to the inability of
hum
mans to notice large changes in their environ
nments, especiaally
if changes occu
ur in small in
ncrements. Maany studies haave
mitation of hum
man perception [13] – a majorrity
connfirmed this lim
of observers in on
ne study failed to observe wh
hen a building in
i a
ually disappeareed over the courrse of 12 secon
nds;
phootograph gradu
in another study, gradual colo
or changes oveer time to an oil
detected by a majority
m
of subjeects but disrupttive
paiinting went und
chaanges such as the sudden ad
ddition of an object
o
were eassily
dettected. By gradu
ually reducing screen
s
brightness over time un
nder
cerrtain scenarios, energy consum
mption in mobilee devices may th
hus
be reduced withou
ut causing userr dissatisfaction
n. This principlee is
RA to optimize screen
s
backligh
ht energy.
expploited by AUR

classifieed based on inteeraction frequenncy (low, mediuum, high). An
obvious observation w
we can immediattely make from
m these results
is that aalthough somee apps belong tto the same caategory (e.g.,
Sudoku and Jewels are both “gam
mes”) they poossess vastly
differennt interaction chharacteristics. IIt is also interresting to see
that userr-device interacctions for somee apps are very applicationspecificc. For example, Jewels, a fast-ppaced gaming aapplication, is
always classified as high-interactioon, and Music is always
classifieed as low-interaaction because users usually select a song
then ceaase interaction. On the other haand, some classsifications are
noticeabbly user-speciffic, meaning thhat they may be classified
quite diffferently basedd on the type off user interactinng with them.
Interactiion results foor Minesweepeer, Gallery, annd News &
Weatherr all illustrate thhis idea.
We c an thus concludde that users intteract with deviices in a userspecific and applicatioon-specific maanner. Any fraamework that
would aattempt to explooit interaction sllack and changee blindness to
save eneergy (as discusssed in the prevvious section) m
must tailor its
behaviorr uniquely acrooss users and appplications.
Table 1: A
App interaction
n classification
n

C. A URA Middlewaare Frameworrk Overview
We nnow present a high level oveerview of the A
AURA energy
optimizaation frameworrk for mobile ddevices. Figure 1 shows the
AURA fframework that is implementedd at the middleeware level in
the softtware stack off the Android OS [14], and runs in the
backgroound as an Andrroid Service. A
As the user switcches between
applicattions, the AURA
A runtime mon
nitor will receiive a “Global
Event,” and upddate any relevannt session inform
mation of the
Focus E
previouss foreground aapplication to an app profiile database,
stored iin memory. Thhe runtime moonitor will then search the
databasee for the currennt foreground appplication. If thhe application
exists inn the database aand is classifiedd, the MDP pow
wer manager
will makke use of the aapplication’s leaarned classificaation and user
interactiion pattern statiistics (e.g., meaan and standard deviation) to
invoke a user-specifi
fic power mannagement strattegy that is
optimizeed to the appplication. Thee power manaager directly
accessess the mobile ddevice’s hardw
ware componennts to change
screen bbacklight and C
CPU frequency.. If the applicattion does not
exist in the database, oor the applicatioon exists in the database but
RA will make use of the useer interaction
is not cclassified, AUR
events ( “Global Touchh” and “Global K
Key” events) too dynamically
classify the applicationn using the Bayeesian applicatiion classifier.
Followinng classificatioon, the MDP ppower managerr will run an
appropriiate power mannagement strateegy on the nexxt invocation.
An even
nt emulator w
was also integraated into AURA
A to simulate
user inteeraction events for validation ppurposes.

B
B. User-Devicce Interaction Field
F
Study
To understand how users inteeract with mobile applicationss in
thee real world, we
w conducted a field study witth users runnin
ng a
varriety of apps on
o a popular sm
martphone. It iss well-known that
t
appps running on smart
s
mobile deevices can invoke vastly differrent
interaction behav
viors from userrs – whereas some
s
applicatio
ons
h the user, otherrs may experien
nce
reqquire constant interaction with
burrsts of user intteraction follow
wed by long id
dle periods. Th
hese
uniique interaction
n patterns mak
ke conventionaal general-purpose
eneergy managemeent strategies in
neffective on mobile
m
devices. We
W
hopped to uncoveer trends from
m the field stu
udies that wo
ould
pottentially guide scenario-specifi
s
fic energy optim
mizations.
W
We selected 18
8 Android apps from the folllowing categoriies:
gam
mes, communiccation, multimeedia, shopping, personal/busineess,
travvel/local, and social netwo
orking. A cusstom backgrou
und
interaction loggerr app was develloped to record
d interaction traaces
g each of thesee apps. The stu
udy involved five
f
forr users running
diffferent users intteracting with the apps over th
he course of a day
d
on an Android OS
O based HTC
C Dream smarttphone. The ussers
s
spanned the
t proficiency
y spectrum: useer 3
sellected for the study
one calls, and was
w
forr instance mainlly used his smaartphone for pho
nott familiar with many of the seelected applicatiions, whereas user
u
2 rrelied on her sm
martphone for a variety of tassks, and was qu
uite
com
mfortable whilee interacting witth the chosen ap
pps.
Table 1 showss a summary of
o the interactio
on logged for the
useers for each of the selected ap
pps. The pattern
ns in the table are

D. R
Runtime Monitoor
The rruntime monitorr is an event-drriven module reesponsible for
monitorring user interacctions with the mobile device. The Android
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our clas sifier is accompplished throughh creation of a ttraining set of
size γTS for each appliccation. Findingg a consistent m
mapping from
input feaatures to an outtput measure ussing this traininng set enables
the classsifier to accurattely predict the class of an appllication.
The classification task consists of calculatinng posterior
probabiilities for each cclass, based onn the prior probbability, class
likelihoood, and evidencce, then choosinng the class witth the highest
posterioor probability. The posterior probabilities are obtained
using thhe following equuation:

OS
S makes use of
o public callb
back methods, known as ev
vent
listteners, which allow
a
applicatiions to receivee and handle user
u
interactions (e.g., touch and key
y events) with ittems displayed on
nfortunately, th
here is no APII to
thee user interfacee (UI) [14]. Un
alloow applicationss to receive “gllobal” UI eventts, which are offten
connsumed by application
a
cod
de or the cu
urrent foregrou
und
appplication. In ord
der for the runtime monitor to receive global UI
eveents, a set of cu
ustom event broadcasts were crreated that are sent
s
whhen any touch or
o key event occcurs, when an
n application gaains
foccus, and when
n the phone co
onfiguration ch
hanges (e.g., hard
h
keyyboard is open
ned or closed)). The runtimee monitor is only
o
invvoked wheneveer such custom global UI eveents are broadcast.
Thhe module keeps tracking variaables for each current
c
foregrou
und
appplication, the class
c
of user in
nteraction events, and the pho
one
staate, which are updated
u
on receeiving global UI
U events. When a
new
w application gains
g
foreground
d focus, the run
ntime monitor will
w
savve session in
nformation from the prev
vious foregrou
und
appplication (e.g. classification,
c
user
u
interaction
n stats) to the app
a
proofile database and
a retrieve an
ny stored appliccation informattion
froom the databasee for the new fo
oreground appliccation. If the new
n
forreground appliccation is classifiied, then the run
ntime monitor will
w
invvoke the MDP power manageer, otherwise, it
i will invoke the
Baayesian classifieer to dynamicaally classify thee application as it
recceives user interraction events.
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The deenominator
,
, or tthe evidence, is the marginal
probabillity that an obbservation X iis seen under all possible
hypotheeses, and is irreelevant for decision making ssince it is the
same foor every class assignment [15].
, the class
likelihoood, is the prioor probability of the hypothhesis that the
applicattion class is . This is easilyy calculated from
m the training
set.
, |
is the peer-input-featuree conditional
probabillity of seeing the input featuure vector X given that the
applicattion class is . From Jung et al. [16] we have:
,

|

|

|

Thus, the posterior pprobability of aan application class may be
computeed as follows:
,

|

Theree may be some cases in whichh input features do not occur
togetherr with an outpuut measure due to an insufficieent number of
data po ints in the traaining set, resuulting in a zeroo conditional
minate them by ssmoothing:
probabillity. To deal wiith this, we elim
|

,

where is a smoothingg constant
0 , and
is tthe number of
differennt attributes of that have beenn observed.

F
Figure 1: AURA
A energy optimiization middlew
ware framework
k

E
E. Bayesian Application
Ap
Cla
assifier

Tab
ble 2: Example T
Training Set
Input Feaatures
M
Mean
Std. Dev.
high
low
high
high
med
med
med
low
low
high
med
high

B
Bayesian learn
ning [15] is a form
f
of superv
vised learning that
t
invvolves using eviidence or obserrvations along with
w prior outco
ome
proobabilities to calculate
c
the prrobability of an
a outcome. More
M
speecifically, the probability
p
thatt a particular hypothesis
h
is trrue,
givven some obserrved evidence (the posterior probability
p
of the
hyppothesis), comees from a combiination of the prior probabilityy of
thee hypothesis an
nd the compatiibility of the observed
o
eviden
nce
witth the hypothessis (the likelihoo
od of the eviden
nce). AURA usees a
forrm of Bayesian
n learning baseed on the classsification meth
hod
exeecuted by Jun
ng et al. [16]. This method
d of classificattion
invvolves mapping
g a set of input features,
f
X = {x
{ 1, x2, …, xn}, to
t a
sett of output meassures, Y = {y1, y2, …, yn}. In our
o work, the in
nput
feaatures are the mean
m
(x1) and staandard deviatio
on (x2) of the tim
mes
bettween user inteeraction (e.g., to
ouch) events. We
W create a sim
mple
trippartite categorizzation of inputt features into low, medium, and
a
higgh classes based
d on correspond
ding values of mean
m
and stand
dard
devviation. We define a single output measu
ure: the resultting
appplication classiffication (y). Th
he pre-defined application
a
classses
aree low-interactiion, medium-in
nteraction, or high-interactiion.
Thhus the classifieer ultimately alllows us to get a characterizattion
of user and appliccation specific interaction
i
inten
nsity. Learning for

Output Measure
Classsification
high-innteraction
med-innteraction
med-innteraction
med-innteraction
low-innteraction
med-innteraction

Consiider an examplle of dynamic classification bbased on the
training set shown in Table 2. Wheen looking at this table, it
should bbe noted that x1=high denottes a high-interraction mean
value, thhus a smaller m
mean gap betw
ween events. Leet the bottom
row be a new input feeature (x1=med, x2=high) whicch was not in
1, this
the trainning set, that iss presented to the classifier. IIf
new inpput is classifiedd as follows. F
For the hypothhesis y=highinteractiion, the posteriior probability iis: Prob(x1=med,x2=high|y=
high-intteraction)=(1/6))×(1/6)×(1/5)=11/180 because P
Prob(x1=med
|y=high -interaction)=11/6 and Prob(xx2=high|y=highh-interaction)
=1/6. S imilarly, for thhe hypothesis yy=med-interactiion, posterior
probabillity is: Prob(xx1=med,x2=highh|y=med-interacction)=(3/8)×
(1/4)×(33/5)=9/160; an
and for hypoothesis y=low
w-interaction,
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Our baseline algoriithm, NORM, makes use off a Gaussian
distributtion to predict user events bassed on learned classification
and storred user-interacction statistics. Two derivativves of NORM
were crreated to dynam
mically adapt tto real-time user-interaction
during each classifiedd application invocation. Thhe E-ADAPT
most recent WE uuser events to
variant iis event-driven and uses the m
predict ffuture interactioon events. The T-ADAPT variaant makes use
of a mooving average window of sizze WT, to dynam
mically track
recent uuser interaction w
within a temporral context.

possterior probabillity is: Prob(x1=med,x
=
y=low-interaction)
2=high|y
=(11/6)×(1/3)×(1/5
5)=1/90. The ou
utput measure of the new in
nput
feaature is thus med
d-interaction.
A
An application is classified in this manner on each interacttion
eveent. Upon bein
ng assigned thee same classification m (a usserdeffined parameterr) number of tim
mes, the applicaation is marked
d as
claassified, and an appropriate pow
wer managemeent strategy willl be
runn on its next inv
vocation.

Table 3: A
Algorithm Conttrol Parameterss
Paraameter
Depeendencies
Descriptioon
Evaaluation
Inteerval (τ)

Appplication
Classsification

Event P
Probability
Thresshold (PT)

Appplication
Classsification

Proocessor
Static
Utillization
Threshhold (UT)
Baccklight
COV†
Adjuustment
Levvels (ΔS)
Eventt Window E-AD
DAPT Only
((WE)
Time Window T-AD
DAPT Only
((WT)
†
COV ≡ C
Coefficient of Variiance

Figure 2: Control Algorrithms State Flo
ow Diagram

F
F. MDP Poweer Manager
M
Markov Decision Processes (MDP) [17] are discrete tiime
stoochastic controll processes thaat are widely used as decisionmaaking models fo
or systems in which
w
outcomes are partly rand
dom
andd partly contro
olled. MDPs co
onsist of a fou
ur-tuple (S, A, PA,
RS,AA), where S is a finite number of states, A is a finite sett of
acttions available from
f
each statee, PA is the prob
bability that acttion
a inn state s at timee t will lead to state
s
s* at time t + 1, and RS,A is
i a
rew
ward from transsitioning to statee s* from state s.
s
A
As part of the AURA
A
framewo
ork, we develop three MDP-based
pow
wer managemeent algorithms to transition beetween a nomiinal
staate and below nominal
n
state att discrete time intervals
i
based on
proobabilities of user interacttion, processorr demands, and
a
appplication classification. All th
hree algorithmss make use of the
staate flow diagram
m illustrated in Figure 2. When
n an application
n is
claassified and gaains foregroun
nd focus, the classification and
a
leaarned user even
nt statistics aree used to set algorithm conttrol
parrameters (e.g., evaluation interval τ, screen backliight
adjjustment levels ΔS, probability
y thresholds PT) and speculate on
thee probability of a user event within the next evaluation
e
interv
val.
Whhen the probab
bility of an eveent is below a given high-to-llow
thrreshold (PHLT in
n Figure 2) and
d processor utilization is below
wa
givven utilization threshold
t
(UHLT in Figure 2), th
he state transitio
ons
to B
Below Nominall and the processsor frequency level
l
is adjusted
d to
thee lowest supp
ported frequenccy. While thee state is Bellow
Noominal, the screeen brightness iss gradually adju
usted down at eaach
evaaluation intervaal, taking advaantage of the concept
c
of chan
nge
blinndness. A tran
nsition to the mid-level
m
frequeency while in the
Below Nominal state will also
o occur if pro
ocessor utilizattion
reaaches a low-meed utilization th
hreshold (ULMT in Figure 2) orr an
imm
mediate transitiion back to Nom
minal state will occur if processsor
utillization exceed
ds an even high
her utilization threshold
t
(ULHTT in
Figgure 2). If proceessor utilization
n is not a domin
nating factor theen a
trannsition back to Nominal will occur
o
as the pro
obability of a user
u
eveent approaches a given low-to--high threshold (PLHT in Figuree 2)
or any user eveent occurs, in which the nominal
n
processsor
k to user-speciffied
freequency and scrreen backlight leevel are set back
deffaults.

Disscrete time intervall in which to
re--evaluate the systeem state and
ddecide appropriatee action(s)
T
Threshold to determ
mine state
traansitions based on user-event
predictionn
Connditional threshold to determine
staate transitions baseed on CPU
demands
Screeen backlight adjusstment levels
w
while in state Below
w Nominal
Num
mber of most recennt user events
too use for dynamic adaptation
Sizee of moving averagge window to
uuse for dynamic addaptation

Tablee 3 above lists several key allgorithm controol parameters
that cann be used to cuustomize the algorithms to each individual
user annd application. For example, the evaluationn interval is
determinned based onn the application classificcation. High
interactiion applicationns will require more frequennt evaluation,
while loow interaction applications ccan use a largeer evaluation
interval.. Event probaability threshollds are also sset based on
applicattion classificatioon and coefficieent of variance, which gives
a measuure of the variabbility of the learrned user interaaction pattern.
For exaample, low inteeraction appliccations with loow variability
will usee high event proobability threshholds to bias tow
wards energy
savings.. For applicatioons with high vvariability in user-interaction
patterns , event probabbility thresholdds will be sliightly biased
towards QoS. Processoor utilization thhresholds are sttatically set at
design ttime; however, could also bbe set dynamically if finergrained control is requuired. Screen baacklight levels are set based
on appliication classificcation, where hhigh interactionn applications
are againn biased towardds QoS and low
w interaction appplications are
biased ttowards energy savings. It is im
mportant to notte that screen
backlighht levels are alsso limited by a QoS-driven low
wer bound of
40%. Foor the E-ADAPT variant, a largger WE value caan be used to
get a gl obal view of thhe user-interacttion pattern or a smaller WE
value caan be used for a more local vview of the user-interaction
pattern. A similar argum
ment can be maade for the T-AD
DAPT variant
which ddynamically addapts the user-event statisticss based on a
moving average windoow of size WT.
Figurre 3 illustrates tthe basic workinng of the MDP-based power
managem
ment algorithm
ms. At Point 1, the probabiliity of a user
event reeaches the low--to-high probabbility threshold and the state
transitioons back to Nom
minal. After an event occurs aat Point 2, the
probabillity of a user evvent falls below
w the high-to-loow threshold,
Point 3,, and the statee transitions too the Below N
Nominal state.
While inn the below noominal state, thee screen backlight gradually
changess during this ppredicted user idle time. At Point 4, the
probabillity of a user eevent rises abovve the low-to-m
med threshold
and the processor freqquency is adjustted accordinglyy. At Point 5,
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CPU uutilization expllicitly, an inttensive compuutation loop,
followedd by a wait function was used to togggle processor
utilizatioon between 0 aand 100% for eaach frequency llevel, and the
power cconsumption w
was recorded rrespectively. B
Based on the
observedd measuremennts, linearity was assumedd for CPU
utilizatioon that lies beetween 0 and 100 % for eacch frequency.
Linear regression [200] was used to determinee appropriate
coefficieents and develoop our CPU poower estimationn model with
units of mW/% utilizatiion:

thee probability off a user-event reaches
r
the low
w-to-high thresh
hold
andd the state traansitions back to Nominal. Point 6 showss a
misprediction, in which a user event
e
occurs while
w
in the Bellow
Noominal state. Th
his causes the sttate to transition
n back to Nomiinal
agaain. Mispredictiions are used ass a coarse QoS metric to evalu
uate
thee effectiveness of
o the algorithm
ms and ensure energy
e
savings are
nott diminishing ov
verall QoS.

PCPU = 0.0024 × freq (M
MHz) + 3.05111
C. Sccreen Backlighht Power Modeel
Screeen power conssumption was also measureed using the
Monsooon Power Tool and our custoom test app, w
which allowed
static annd dynamic coontrol of screeen backlight leevels. Screen
backlighht levels were incremented iin increments of 10% and
relative average poweer measuremennts were recordded with the
ws the instantaaneous power
Monsooon Power Tool.. Figure 4 show
measureed using the toool as the baccklight level iss ramped up.
Linear rregression was aagain used to obbtain a relative power model
with uniits of mW:

Figure 3:: Control Algorrithms Timelinee Illustration

IIII. DEVICE POWER
O
MODELIN
NG

PSCREEN = 596.8 × ψ

A
A. Overview

where ψ is the backlighht level (0.0

IIn order to quaantify the energ
gy-effectivenesss of the proposed
fraamework, power analysis was performed on the
t Android based
HT
TC Dream smarrtphone, with th
he goal of creatting power mod
dels
forr the CPU and backlight.
b
We use
u a variant off Android OS 2.2,
2
(Frroyo) for the HTC
H
Dream and
d the Android SDK
S
Revision 11.
Thhe Google Andrroid platform is comprised of a slightly modiffied
2.66.35.9 Linux kernel,
k
and in
ncorporates thee Dalvik Virttual
Maachine (VM), a variant of Jav
va implementeed by Google. All
useer-space appliccations are Dallvik executablees that run in an
insstance of the Daalvik VM. We built
b
our power estimation mod
dels
usiing real power measurements on the HTC Dream
D
device. We
W
insstrumented the contact
c
between
n the smartphon
ne and the batteery,
andd measured current using the
t
Monsoon Solutions pow
wer
moonitor [18]. Thee monitor conneects to a PC run
nning the Monso
oon
Sollutions power tool software th
hat allows real-time current/pow
wer
meeasurements ov
ver time. We developed a cusstom test app that
t
waas capable of sw
witching dynamiic frequency scaling (DFS) lev
vels
andd screen backliight levels overr time. The corrresponding pow
wer
traces from the Monsoon
M
Powerr Tool were th
hen used to obttain
wer measurem
ments for each
h DFS frequeency and screeen
pow
briightness level.

ψ

1.0 .

Figure 4: Moonsoon Power M
Monitor Screen Power

IV. EXPPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
We im
mplemented ouur AURA frameework on a real HTC Dream
smartphhone. The CPU
U and backlighht power modeels described
above w
were integratedd into the AUR
RA framework, to guide our
MDP-baased power maanagement straategies and alsoo to quantify
any resuulting energy savings. To teest the effectivveness of the
AURA fr
framework, we oobtained stimulli from two souurces:

B
B. CPU DFS Power
P
Model
D
Dynamic frequ
uency scaling (DFS) is a stan
ndard techniquee in
com
mputing system
ms to conserve power by dynaamically chang
ging
freequency at runttime when the system is idle or under-utilizzed.
A
proviide a DFS kerrnel
Linnux-based systeems, such as Android,
subbsystem (cpufreeq) that is a gen
neric framework
k for managing the
proocessor operatio
on. The cpufreq
q subsystem sup
pports a variety
y of
DF
FS drivers, man
ny of which are configurable [1
19]. The userspa
ace
driiver, which is used in this work
k, allows a userr-space program
m to
D levels baseed on a user-defined set of rulees.
maanually control DFS
The HTC Dreeam smartphone consists of a Qualcomm
m®
MS
SM7201A proccessor. This processor is nom
minally clocked
d at
5288 MHz; howev
ver, it supportts 11 different frequency lev
vels
rannging from 128
8 MHz up to 61
14 MHz. In ord
der to get a pow
wer
moodel for the DF
FS levels, the test app was used to manuaally
sw
witch frequency
y domains. Giv
ven the difficu
ulty of controllling

• Eveent emulator: This module emulates variious key and
touuch based user interaction evvent patterns, iincluding: (i)
Connstant – sends events at a useer-defined consstant rate; (ii)
Sto chastic – sendds events usinng a Gaussiann distribution
mean and standaard deviation;
proobability with a user-defined m
(iii)) Random – sennds events usinng a pseudo-ranndom uniform
disttribution; and ((iv) High Burst Long Pause – ssends a quick
burrst of 20 events,, followed by a long 10 secondd pause.
• Reaal users: We involved five users who intteracted with
appplications as theey would normaally, generating user-specific
inteeraction events in the process.
The ffollowing algorrithm control pparameters weree assumed in
our impplementation: foor the Bayesiann classifier, λ = 1 and γTS =
50; and for the MDP algorithms, WE = 6 and WT = 6.. For the state
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howeverr, does not neceessarily imply hhigher energy saavings for the
followinng reason: an event may bee predicted to occur much
earlier tthan the actual time of its occurrence and thhe prediction
will stilll be consideredd successful. F
For example, iif the state is
Below N
Nominal and the probabilityy of an evennt occurrence
exceeds PLHT, the statee will switch too Nominal and remain there
until an event occurs annd the probability of an event occurrence is
low agaain. Therefore,, if an event ddoes not occur quickly, less
energy w
will be saved because the Nom
minal state will be prolonged
(but the prediction willl still be considdered successfull). This is the
reason why althoughh T-ADAPT ooffers the besst successful
predictioon rates duee to its suuperior tempooral locality
characteeristics, it offerss lower energy savings than N
NORM and EADAPT
T. It should be nnoted that in ourr experiments, tthe algorithm
control parameters w
were biased towards highh successful
maintaining a hhigh minimum level of user
predictioon rates, thus m
QoS foor all three allgorithms. Thee control param
meters could
potentiaally be adjustedd to accept loweer successful preediction rates
in orderr to offer even hhigher energy saavings.

flow transitions, PLHT = 0.5/0.6//0.7 (H/M/L Cllassification), PHLT
M/L Classificatiion), ULHT = 0.8
8, ULMT = 0.6, UHLT
= 00.3/0.4/0.5 (H/M
= 00.5, and ΔS = 0.0
05/0.1/0.15 (H/M
M/L COV).

V. RESULTS
E
A
A. Event Emullation Results
IIn our first stud
dy, the event em
mulator was ussed to imitate four
f
diffferent user-inteeraction patterns, to contrast th
he effectivenesss of
ourr three MDP-b
based power maanagement algo
orithms. We were
w
priimarily interestted in the enerrgy savings fro
om our algorith
hms
mpared to nom
minal frequenccy and default screen backliight
com
setttings on the HT
TC Dream deviice. To evaluatee the level of QoS
Q
beiing offered, a successful pred
diction rate meetric was defin
ned.
Thhe successful preediction rate meetric keeps track
k of the numberr of
eveents that occu
urred while in Below Nomin
nal state. A low
l
succcessful predicttion rate is indiccative of diminiished QoS. QoS
S is
diffficult to quantiify on a user leevel – two userrs may perceiv
ve a
com
mmon event very differentlly. Thereforee, the successsful
preediction rate is merely an
n attempt at measuring user
u
sattisfaction. Th
he algorithm control
c
parameeters used in our
expperiments weere biased towards maaintaining few
wer
mispredictions, bu
ut could be adju
usted to allow more.
m

Figuree 6: Avg. Successsful Prediction
n Rate for MDP Algorithms

B. U
User Study Resuults
A seccond study wass conducted, thhis time focussing on eight
commonn Android appss and five real uusers using thesse apps on the
HTC Drream device. T
The users weree asked to interact with the
differennt applications oover the course of several sesssions during a
day, wiith different ennergy saving aalgorithms enabbled in each
session. In addition to our three MDP
P-based power management
ms running as part of the AU
URA middlewaree framework,
algorithm
we impllemented the fraamework propoosed by Shye ett al. [3] which
also aim
ms to improve C
CPU and backliight energy connsumption for
mobile devices by ussing change bllindness to graadually ramp
down booth CPU frequeency and screenn backlight levells over time.
Figuree 7 compares thhe average enerrgy savings of tthe technique
propose d by Shye et al. (CHBL) with our three MDP-based power
ment techniquues for the eiight different applications,
managem
across aall users. It can be seen that C
CHBL offers fairrly consistent
(but low
w) energy savinngs across all appplications. Thee consistency
can be eexplained by nooting that the chhange blindnesss optimization
employeed in CHBL is iindependent of user interactionn patterns and
applicattion type, insteaad using constaant time triggerred scaling of
U frequency annd backlight leevels. In contraast, our userthe CPU
aware aand application--aware algorithhms (specificallly E-ADAPT)
offer higgher energy saavings because they can dynam
mically adapt
to the usser interaction ppatterns and takke full advantagge of user idle
time. Foor instance, the E-ADAPT algoorithm saves up to 4× and 5×
more ennergy comparedd to CHBL forr the Gmail annd WordFeud
applicattions, respectiv ely. In some ccases, for instaance the high
interactiion Jewels appllication, interacction slack is tooo small to be
exploiteed by our algorrithms. While CHBL offers hhigher energy
savings for Jewels ddue to its lacck of user-aw
wareness and

Figure 5: Av
verage Energy Saved for MDP
P Algorithms

F
Figure 5 show
ws the energy savings achiev
ved by the th
hree
alggorithms for the four emulateed interaction patterns
p
on thee xaxiis. It can be seeen that E-ADAP
PT offers the best
b overall energy
savvings (up to 20%) due to the responsive
r
even
nt-triggered natture
of its dynamic adaaptation. The allgorithm only adapts
a
on instan
nces
nd does not req
quire constant adaptation durring
of user events an
APT
eacch evaluation interval. Thiss also revealss why E-ADA
perrforms poorly in conditions like HBLP - the quick eveents
durring the burst arre stored in the E-ADAPT win
ndow as they occcur
andd used to calcu
ulate the mean for
f prediction, but
b the long pause
is not taken into account until the event afteer the long pause
DAPT offers low
wer energy savin
ngs
occcurs. On the otther hand, T-AD
duee to its time-based nature. Wh
hereas E-ADAPT
T must wait forr an
eveent occurrence in order to adjust its pred
diction, T-ADA
APT
adjjusts on each evaluation
e
interrval. This form
m of adaptation
n is
sligghtly more com
mputationally in
ntensive. Additionally, if the sttate
is N
Nominal, it will not drop to Below
B
Nominal under T-ADA
APT
unlless CPU utilizzation is below UHLT (even if the probability
y of
an event is very low).
l
Because T-ADAPT shiffts its window and
a
ns on a regular interval
i
instead
d of waiting forr an
doees computation
eveent to occur, th
he CPU utilizattion is high mo
ore often, thus the
staate transitions to
o Below Nomina
al less often.
F
Figure 6 showss average succcessful prediction rates for eaach
alggorithm for with
h the event emu
ulator patterns. It is clear thatt all
thrree algorithms have
h
high succeessful predictio
on rates, validatting
thee robustness of our chossen classificattion and pow
wer
maanagement algo
orithms. A hig
gher successfu
ul prediction raate,
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mobile ddevices. As parrt of AURA, wee introduced a nnovel method
for classsifying applicaations based oon user interacction patterns
using Baayesian classifiication, and threee Markov Deccision Process
(MDP) based power m
management alggorithms. We eevaluated the
mulated and real user interacttion patterns,
framewoork on both em
and founnd that it can aachieve averagee energy savinggs up to 24%
dependinng on the appliication, withoutt perceptible im
mpact on user
QoS. W
When comparedd with prior w
work on CPU aand backlight
power ssavings in mobiile devices [3], AURA can achhieve as much
their energy saavings. Our onngoing work is focusing on
as 5× th
develop ing better preddiction techniquues and batteryy models for
mprovement.
quantifyying lifetime im

appplication-awareeness during scaling, it co
omes at a co
ost:
notticeable QoS degradation
d
isssues for the user.
u
Overall, our
prooposed AURA framework
fr
with the E-ADAPT scheme enabless as
muuch as 24% eneergy savings ov
ver the default device
d
settings for
freequency and scrreen backlight without
w
noticeab
bly degrading user
u
w
(CHBL [3
3]) by as much
h as
QooS, and improves upon prior work
5× for some applications.
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